MHANZ Regional Midland
Meeting
12th October 2016 - Minutes
MINUTES
Date and Time:
Venue:

12th October 2016 9.30am to 3pm
Education Block Rotorua Hospital

Present:

Angela Greetham, Jeanette Chisam, Josie Bidois, Alex
Anderson, Nicky Curran, John Braithwaite.

Apologies:

Paula Bruce, Katherine Smith, Elizabeth Helsby

Minute Taker:

Angela Greetham

Items

Action

1. Present and Apologies:
2. Confirmation of previous minutes:

Accepted
Confirmed by Jeanette Chisam

3. Business arising from last minutes:

Discussed the SEBA (Supine to Seated Edge of BED
Solution).
Disposable slings
Laundry bags
Angela attended Hodsgon House and gave an in-service
to the community physiotherapists. Discussed moving
and handling problems.
MHANZ Website.

AGENDA ITEMS
4. Introduction and welcome

Welcome and thank you to Alex for hosting the meeting.
Alex is a RN who is now more involved in Health and
Safety and her role is Health and Safety Advisor for
Rotorua Hospital. Plays a small part in moving and
handling.

5. Presentation from guest Dafydd Hughes
and morning tea thank you.

Dafydd Hughes is Team Leader for Essential and gave a
very knowledgeable presentation regarding the Hospital
environment, and availability of equipment that suits the
different patient needs. Free ED system which is free
rental of equipment for the bariatric patient until
admitted to ward. Kiosk system which we have in TGA
and WHK. Rural areas. Benefits of the bariatric beds,
pressure relief mattresses, and challenges within the
hospitals, patient transfers, training videos and the
service they provide.

6. MHANZ Website

Showed the girls the new website and new ideas that are
being introduced. Easier to use especially the forum and
registration. Being totally upgraded.

7. Roadshow 2018 and videos

Discussed the Roadshow 2018 and the dates and places
planned. Very enthusiastic and pleased about one being
held in Rotorua. Will try and attend.
Angela showed some videos of equipment and story of
nurses working in ICU in Sweden.

8. Problem’s in your area

These included,
Parent beds for 4B, Angela to send details to Ross the
CNM.
Confused patients and incorrect moving and handling in
SHSOP, Angela to do in-service on ward.
Celling track in SHSOP too close to the wall, Angela to
investigate.
4B older staff still using old ways to lift spinal patients
need education.
4B workloads, REF’s, union, 5.8 short now improved and
with huge satisfaction.
Alex, hoist does not go to the floor, suggested to trial the
Molift Stretcher, Hoverjack and Hovermat. Problem when
moving a patient in radiology from the chair to the trolley
that had a post hip replacement.
Nicky stability of equipment for Bariatrics.
Jeanette how to mobilise a bariatric patient who is none
weight bearing on one leg. Second patient Bariatric
patient with bilateral # neck of femur bed rest for 6
weeks.
Nicky attended the HZANZ conference and saw
presentations form Vincent Costello about the Periodic
table of concerned communication and used a message
map so one person can remember key messages.

9. Sling Labels

Angela discussed the process of renewing the patient
sling labels that have faded or fallen off the sling. Showed
a presentation of the process which took 2 years to
complete.

10. Conclusion and close

Great networking day. Looked around the hospital and
some of the wards. Thanks again to Alex.
Helpful to consolidate with others and talk about our
problems. Good learning from the day. Important to meet
away from work have these very informative discussions.
Looking forward to next meeting.
Meeting closed at 3pm.

11. Next Meeting

To be arranged.

